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ABSTRACT
Today’s information retrieval systems have to deal with very large data col-
lections and take a distributed approach to achieve scalable retrieval perfor-
mance. The most widely used approach, called document-partitioning, is to
partition the data among multiple search-nodes, which then index their sub-
collection independently and are responsible for scoring documents present
in their index, against queries. Most of the famous document scoring func-
tions depend on various global (collection-wide) statistics such as document
frequency of terms. However, as search-nodes don’t have access to global-
statistics and rely on local (sub-collection-wide) statistics for the purpose
of scoring, document-partitioning can result in a degraded retrieval perfor-
mance. In this thesis, we study the impact of the lack of global-statistics on
the retrieval performance of a distributed information retrieval (DIR) sys-
tem. Our experiments show that the performance, as indicated by multiple
measures, degrades as the number of search-nodes are increased. We thus
conclude that global-statistics are essential to the retrieval performance in a
distributed setup. Finally, we present a novel scheme for lazy and adaptive
dissemination of global-statistics in a document-partitioned DIR system.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The world is witnessing a data big-bang - the human race is generating enor-
mous amount of data each day. Thus, with the ever increasing sizes of data-
collections, such as Google’s index of more than 50 billion webpages, there
is a need for highly scalable distributed information retrieval (DIR) systems.
Popular search engines like Google and Bing must be having a complex dis-
tributed infrastructure to tackle the problem of DIR, however there are lim-
ited publications on this front. In particular, the last time Google published
on its search infrastructure was in 2004 [1].
Distributed Information Retrieval systems can be divided into two cate-
gories - cooperative and uncooperative, based on degree of cooperation be-
tween nodes of the distributed system. Uncooperative systems typically
comprise of multiple independent IR systems loosely coupled together by
a central entity that, for a given query, queries all the systems in parallel
and merges the results returned by individual systems. All the involved sys-
tems are treated as black boxes, that return a set of results corresponding
to a query, with no assumption of specifics (such as indexing and scoring
strategies, collection-wide statistics etc) of any system. Cooperative systems
are characterized by a set of nodes working together, with availability of
system-wide information such as the indexing strategy and global vocabu-
lary statistics. Search engines like Google are examples of cooperative DIR
systems. In this thesis, we’ll focus on cooperative DIR systems (hereafter
also referred to as DIR systems).
Cooperative DIR can be further classified into two categories, based on
the scheme of distributing computation and storage requirements, or more
broadly, on basis of how a large index is distributed among multiple ma-
chines. A document-partitioning approach involves partitioning the entire
document collection into smaller subsets, which are then indexed separately
by different indexing-nodes. A term-partitioning approach involves building
an index of the entire document collection and partitioning it by vocabulary
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terms, among the participating nodes. Document-partitioning provides mul-
tiple advantages over term-partitioning and remains the most widely used ap-
proach, including at Google [1]. However, a standard document-partitioning
approach forgoes some important characteristics of a monolithic system, such
as availability of global (collection-wide) statistics (IDF, average document
length etc).
In this thesis, we first argue that lack of global statistics is expected to
degrade the performance of a document-partitioned system. We study its
effect on various aggregate measures such as M.A.P., reciprocal rank, preci-
sion@10 etc. In our experiments on a standard document collection, WT2G,
we found that the absence of global-statistics results in a decrease in all these
measures. Moreover, most of these measures decrease monotonically with an
increase in number of partitions of the data. However, we also found that
even though aggregate measures over a set of queries are degraded, their
performance for some queries actually improves in a document-partitioning
approach.
After establishing the importance of global-statistics, we present a novel
document-partitioning scheme that is sound along two important dimensions
of a DIR system - IR (retrieval performance) and distributed systems. Along
the IR dimension, we present a lazy global-statistics dissemination scheme,
that helps in improving performance of standard retrieval models, such as the
vector-space model, in a distributed setting. Along the distributed systems
dimension, we propose an architecture with the desirable characteristics of
uniform load distribution, high fault tolerance and no single point of failures.
The remaining report is divided as follows - chapter 2 provides a com-
parison of doc-partitioning and term-partitioning approaches, chapter 3 de-
scribes some of the most commonly used document scoring functions and
how they rely on collection-wide (global) statistics for scoring. In chapter 4
we present the results of our experiments demonstrating the impact of lack
of global-statistics on retrieval performance. In chapter 5, we propose a novel
document-partitioning architecture, before concluding in chapter 6.
2
2 DOCUMENT-PARTITIONING VS
TERM-PARTITIONING
With an increase in the size of a document collection, the computation and
storage requirements of an IR system increase beyond the capacity of a sin-
gle machine. This problem can be tackled by scaling the system vertically
or horizontally. Vertical scaling typically involves building specialized hard-
ware by having large number of processors and memory on a single machine.
On the contrary, horizontal scaling involves building a distributed system of
commodity hardware. Out of these, horizontal scaling remains the preferred
approach in industry due to higher scalability, lower cost-benefit ratios and
minimal vendor lock-ins, as compared to vertical scaling.
A horizontal scaling approach works by distributing the overall computa-
tion, memory and storage requirements among a set of machines. In context
of IR systems, computation is involved in scoring of documents against a
given query and computing a ranked list of documents. Memory is required
for storing parts of the inverted-index in R.A.M., for quicker scoring of doc-
uments. Finally, persistent storage is required to store the entire index.
We now explain document-partitioning and term-partitioning schemes in
details and enumerate some of their advantages and disadvantages.
2.1 Document Partitioning
In a typical document-partitioning scheme, the document collection is parti-
tioned randomly and assigned to individual machines (nodes) of the system.
The system comprises of a single master and a number of search-nodes. Each
search-node is responsible for indexing and a local search on the subset of
documents assigned to it. The master receives all the incoming queries and
broadcasts them to all the search-nodes, which perform local searches on
their document-collection and send a ranked list of results back to the mas-
ter. The master merges the results received from individual search-nodes
and replies with a globally ranked result list. As illustrated in figure 2.1,
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following steps are involved in evaluating results for a given query:
Figure 2.1: Query evaluation in a document-partitioned scheme
1. The master node receives a search query.
2. The master node broadcasts the query to all the search-nodes.
3. All the search nodes parallely evaluate scores of documents in their local
index and return a sorted list of relevant documents and their score.
These results can be termed as the local-results of search-nodes. In this
step, all the search-nodes parallely use their computation capacities to
score documents for the given query.
4. The master node simply merges local-results received from search-node,
according to their score, and returns a list of global-results for the given
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query. Merging requires computation at the master node, but the com-
putation required for merging results is smaller as compared to that in
scoring all the documents against a query.
5. The master simply returns the merged list as the global-results for the
given query.
2.1.1 Advantages
• Memory and computation requirements are evenly distributed among
the participating nodes, with an exception of the master. The master
node doesn’t has high memory requirements (except if caching results
of popular queries), but requires computation capacity to merge local-
results for a particular query.
• The system is fault-tolerant to failures of search-node - if a search-node
fails, only a subset of documents are unavailable in the final global-
results. This problem can be tackled by replicating the search-nodes.
• As each search-node performs a local search on it’s collection, it is triv-
ial to implement feedback strategies such as pseudo-relevance feedback.
• Incremental indexing is simple - a new document can be randomly
assigned to a search-node, which then indexes it locally.
2.1.2 Disadvantages
• The master is a single point of failure.
• The master can become a bottleneck in the system as it is the only
node responsible for merging the local-results for all the queries.
• The absence of global (collection-wide) statistics (such as IDF, average
document length etc) results in sub-optimal ranking of final global-
results. This happens because search-nodes form an inverted index
for only the subset of documents assigned to them and rank the doc-
uments using statistics local to their collection. Such local-statistics
based scores results in incomparable local rankings, thus demanding a
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non-trivial merge strategy at the master (more details in chapter 3).
Note that similar challenges in merging are encountered in an uncoop-
erative DIR setting.
2.2 Term Partitioning
In a term-partitioning scheme, a global index is created and each partici-
pating node (called index-node) is assigned the responsibility for storing the
index information for a subset of the terms in the entire vocabulary. The
system comprises of a single master and a number of index-nodes. On re-
ceiving a query, the master contacts the index-nodes responsible for storing
statistics for the terms present in the query, to gather all the information,
such as TF and IDF values, required to score documents against the query.
After receiving all the required statistics, the master node scores documents
of the entire doc-collection and returns a ranked list of results. As illustrated
in figure 2.2, following steps are involved in evaluating results for a given
query:
1. The master node receives a search query.
2. The master node looks-up a mapping from term to the index-node
responsible for storing postings of that term. It then requests postings
for query terms from the pertaining index-nodes.
3. Index-nodes reply with the postings of the requested terms.
4. The master now has all the required postings and calculates scores of
all the documents against the given query. Note that this requires the
master to perform all the heavy computation.
5. The master simply returns the ranked list as the global-results for the
given query.
2.2.1 Advantages
• The cumulative memory requirements are smaller than the document-
partitioning approach. This is because in document-partitioning, mul-
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Figure 2.2: Query evaluation in a term-partitioned scheme
tiple search-nodes store information corresponding to a single vocab-
ulary term. For example, for a term present in all the search-nodes,
it’s IDF value will be stored on all search-nodes, as compared to being
stored on a single index-node in term-partitioning.
• Global statistics are easily available for all the terms.
2.2.2 Disadvantages
• Computation is not distributed evenly. Most of the computation, for
computing results for a query, is done by the master. Thus, computa-
tional capacities of index-nodes is mostly wasted.
• Master is a single point of failure as well as the bottleneck in the per-
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formance of the entire system.
• The system is only marginally fault-tolerant to failures of index-nodes.
Queries containing terms stored at the failed index-node can’t be an-
swered properly. However, this problem can be tackled by replicating
index-nodes or by having index-nodes store overlapping set of terms
(i.e. a single term will be stored by multiple index-nodes).
• Incremental indexing requires the document to be indexed at a single
node and statistics for different terms being communicated to the cor-
responding index-nodes. This’ll results in high network traffic between
index-nodes and the master.
• The posting of terms frequent in the collection might be huge, thus
resulting in high network traffic between index-nodes and the master.
To conclude, term-partitioning suffers from some serious issues of low fault
tolerance, uneven load distribution and under-utilization of computational
capacities of index-nodes. On the other hand, document-partitioning is a
more robust model but lacks the presence of global statistics, which requires
non-trivial merging scheme at the master. Thus, document-partitioning shall
be the preferred approach if the issue of global statistics is solved.
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3 DOCUMENT SCORING FUNCTIONS AND
THE IMPORTANCE OF GLOBAL
STATISTICS
Document scoring functions are at the core of any information retrieval sys-
tem. For a given query, a scoring function assigns scores to documents, to
reflect their relevance to the query. The better a scoring function captures
the notion of relevance of documents, the better the final rankings shall be,
as measured in terms on M.A.P, precision@10, reciprocal rank etc. Scor-
ing functions rely on a multitude of factors to calculate a document’s score.
Some of these factors depend on various features of the document, such as the
term-frequency (tf ) heuristic, which states that a document that has more
occurrences of a query term, gets a higher score. There are also some global
(collection-wide) statistics that affect score of a document. For example,
the inverse document frequency (idf ) heuristic states that a document that
matches a rare query term, get a higher score as compared to a document
that matches a query term found frequently in the collection. Such collection-
wide statistics are affected in a document-partitioning scheme mentioned in
chapter 2.1, as these statistics are no longer collection-wide due to parti-
tioning of document collection. This leads to performance degradation in a
document-partitioned scheme. In this chapter, we first describe some famous
scoring functions in details and examine the collection-wide statistics used in
these functions. When then establish the importance of global-statistics in a
document-partitioning scheme. Finally, we present a mathematical analysis
of how different scoring functions can have different impact of the absence of
global-statistics on the overall retrieval performance.
3.1 Popular Document Scoring Functions
Okapi-BM25 [2] and pivoted normalization weighting [3] (and their variants)
remain the two most widely used document scoring functions. We will now
explain these two in details.
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3.1.1 Okapi BM25
BM25 is an approximation of the 2-Poisson mixture model [4] and was first
used in City University’s Okapi system. It is one of the most widely used
scoring function in TREC workshops. Following is a standard form of BM25,
as presented in [5]:
score(Q,D) =∑
t∈Q,D
log (
N − df + 0.5
df + 0.5
) ∗ (k1 + 1)tf
k1((1− b) + b dl
avdl
) + tf
∗ (k3 + 1)qtf
k3 + qtf
where:
tf : Term frequency, i.e. frequency of a term in the document
df : Document frequency, i.e. the number of documents in the entire col-
lection that contain a particular term
dl : Document length
avdl : Average document length in the entire collection
qtf : Query term frequency, i.e. frequency of a term in the query
N : Total number of documents in the collection
k1, b, k3 : Constants
The summation is over all the terms that are present in both query and
document. There are three major components of BM25 formula, we now
study them in detail and figure out which parts depend on collection-wide
statistics:
• log (N − df + 0.5
df + 0.5
) :
This part captures the inverse document frequency (idf ) of a term. As
the value of df decreases, the value of idf goes up. Thus, matching
a term that is rare in the collection contributes to a large increase in
document’s score. Notice that this component relies on two collection-
wide statistics - the total number of documents in a collection (N) and
number of documents containing the given term (df).
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• (k1 + 1)tf
k1((1− b) + b dl
avdl
) + tf
:
This component captures the normalized term frequency (tf ) of a term
and increases sub-linearly with an increase in the raw-tf of a term.
Thus, a document that matches a query term more frequently, get a
higher score, although the increase in score follows diminishing returns.
This component also features document-length normalization heuris-
tic, which states that longer documents shall be penalized, as they
have higher probability of matching a query term. Notice that the
document-length is actually pivot-normalized, with b as the parameter
- documents that have average document-length of the collection face a
zero penalty, whereas longer documents are penalized (and shorter doc-
uments rewarded). Such pivoted-normalization is useful as the value of
parameter b can now be chosen independently of document-collection.
However, it introduces another collection-wide statistic - average doc-
ument length in a collection.
• (k3 + 1)qtf
k3 + qtf
:
It is a simple heuristic that dictates a higher document score for match-
ing a term that is frequent in the query. This component doesn’t de-
pend on any collection-wide statistic.
So, BM25 mainly depends on three collection-wide statistics to calculate
a document’s score:
• df(t): The number of documents that contain the term t.
• N: Total number of documents in the collection.
• avdl: The average length of documents in the collection.
3.1.2 Pivoted Normalization Weighting
Pivoted normalized weighting formula was proposed by Singhal et al [3] and
differs from BM25 mainly in implementation of tf and idf heuristic.
score(Q,D) =
∑
t∈Q,D
1 + log (1 + log (tf))
(1− s) + s dl
avdl
∗ qtf ∗ log(N + 1
df
)
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where:
tf : Term frequency, i.e. frequency of a term in the document
df : Document frequency, i.e. the number of documents in the entire col-
lection that contain a particular term
dl : Document length
avdl : Average document length in the entire collection
qtf : Query term frequency, i.e. frequency of a term in the query
N : Total number of documents in the collection
s : Constant
Similar to BM25, the score is a summation over all the terms present in
both query and the document being scored. It has three components:
• 1 + log (1 + log (tf))
(1− s) + s dl
avdl
:
This component captures the normalized term frequency (tf ) of a term.
It’s value goes up sub-linearly due to the two logs. The tf value is
also normalized with the document length, just as in BM25. Average
document length is a collection-wide statistic used in this component.
• log(N + 1
df
) :
This component captures inverse document frequency (idf ) of a term.
It’s slightly different from the corresponding BM25 version, but repre-
sents the same idea - a document’s score gets a larger boost for matching
a rare term. Both df and N are collection-wide statistics.
• qtf :
A simple heuristic that dictates a higher document score for matching
a term that is frequent in the query. This component doesn’t depend
on any collection-wide statistic.
Although the specific formula for tf and idf components in pivoted nor-
malized weighting are different from BM25, it also depends on the same set
of collection-wide statistics:
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• df(t): The number of documents that contain the term t.
• N: Total number of documents in the collection.
• avdl: The average length of documents in the collection.
Thus, to summarize, the performance of two of the most widely used doc-
ument scoring functions depends on multiple collection-wide statistics like
idf, average document length and the total number of documents in the col-
lection. Hence, the availability of such statistics is crucial for performance of
an IR system that deploys these document scoring functions.
3.2 Importance of Global-Statistics
In the previous section, we established the importance of collection-wide
statistics in performance of some widely used document scoring functions.
However, in a document-partitioning scheme (chapter 2.1), the collection is
sub-divided among multiple search-nodes. As the search-nodes build a local-
index of only the sub-collection assigned to them, the scoring functions have
access to only the local collection-wide statistics (hereby referred to as local-
statistics), and not to the global collection-wide statistics (hereby referred to
as global-statistics). This results in different search nodes assigning incom-
parable scores to their documents, for a given query. In such a scenario, even
identical documents present in different sub-collections can potentially get
different scores as the local values of idf, avdl etc will differ among different
sub-collections.
3.2.1 Naive Merging
A naive merging of scores based on local-statistics is bound to result in sub-
optimal global rankings. Consider a hypothetical example, of a document-
partitioned scheme, shown in figure 3.1. The entire collection was partitioned
into two sub-collections. We assume that a simple tf ∗ idf measure is used to
calculate scores of documents. Furthermore, assume a scenario where the par-
tition is such that sub-collection 1 has more documents containing the word
“relativity”, as compared to sub-collection 2. Thus, the local-idf of “relativ-
ity” in sub-collection 2 is higher than that in sub-collection 1. Now, let d2 and
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Figure 3.1: Sub-optimal global ranking with merging of scores based on
local statistics
d7 be the documents with the maximum tf(relativity) in sub-collection 1 and
2 respectively. Thus, according to a simple tf ∗ idf scoring scheme, d2 and d1
shall be the highest ranking documents from their respective sub-collection.
As shown in figure 3.1, d7 gets a higher score than d2 because of the higher
local-idf component. However, as tf(relativity, d2) > tf(relativity, d7), we
expect score(d2) > score(d7), because the (global) idf component is the same
for both the documents. This is indeed reflected in the global-scores of these
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documents. However, when the master merges d2 and d7, it is not aware
of the disparity in local-idf and d7 gets ranked higher than d2 in the global
rankings.
3.2.2 Some Strategies for Merging in Absence of
Global-statistics
A local-statistics based ranking of documents calls for a non-trivial merge
strategy in a document-partitioned scheme. Such merge strategies have
been studied in the context of DIR systems with partial or no cooperation.
Callan [6] provides an overview of some result merging techniques based on
partial cooperation. Some such techniques involve computing or estimating
normalized scores and merging based on unnormalized scores. According to
the author in [6], the most effective technique is to normalize the scores of
documents from different collections by using global corpus statistics. He
further proposed a solution that doesn’t require any specific cooperation be-
tween search-nodes and normalizes document scores using the aggregate score
assigned to sub-collections containing the relevant document.
3.3 Scoring Function and Effect of Absence of Global
Statistics
We can analyze the effect of absence of global-statistics on the retrieval per-
formance by analyzing how it affects the ranking when the data is distributed
among multiple search nodes. We’ll assume a simple tf ∗ idf scoring func-
tion and argue that different scoring functions (based on the formula used to
calculate idf), can have different effects on the retrieval performance.
Even when the data is distributed among multiple search nodes, the re-
trieval performance can remain intact if the local scores are affected in either
of the following two ways:
• The difference between local and global (i.e. score assigned in mono-
lithic setup) scores of all the documents is the same.
• The ratio of local and global scores of all the documents is the same.
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Either of the above two scenarios will lead to the same merged global
rankings as the monolithic setup, hence resulting in an identical retrieval
performance. We now inspect how different formula used for calculating
idf can lead to different effects on local-scores, as compared to the global-
scores. We assume that documents are partitioned randomly such that for
n partitions, following two conditions hold:
dflocal(t) =
dfglobal(t)
n
(3.1)
Nlocal =
N
n
(3.2)
We will revisit the validity of these assumptions at the end of this section.
3.3.1 Pivoted Normalization Weighting
The following formula is used to calculate idf in Pivoted Normalization
Weighting:
idf(t) = log(
N + 1
df(t)
)
Thus, the global score of any document, d, will be given by:
score(D,Q) =
∑
t∈Q,D
(tf(t) ∗ log N + 1
df(t)
)
and assuming that 3.1 and 3.2 hold, the corresponding local-score will be:
score(D,Q) =
∑
t∈Q,D
(tf(t) ∗ log N + n
df(t)
)
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Thus, the difference in local and global scores will be:
∆score(D,Q) =
∑
t∈Q,D
(tf(t) ∗ log N + n
N + 1
)
= log
N + n
N + 1
∗
∑
t∈Q,D
tf(t)
This suggests that documents that match query terms often will have a
higher increase in score. This might not be optimal as a document that
contains high occurrences of a low idf term (i.e. an unimportant term such
as a stop-word), will get a big increase in score.
3.3.2 Okapi BM25
Okapi BM25 uses the following formula to calculate idf :
idf(t) = log (
N − df(t) + 0.5
df(t) + 0.5
)
There are various variants of this formula and one such variant would be
without the constants 0.5:
idf(t) =
 0 if df(t) = 0log (N − df(t)
df(t)
) otherwise
With assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, the difference in local and global idf will
zero. Thus, with this idf function, local statistics assign the same score as
global statistics, resulting in an identical retrieval performance.
3.3.3 Scoring function of Solr
As mentioned in chapter 4, we use the Solr [7] toolkit in our experiments. It
uses the following formula to calculate idf :
idf(t) = log
N
df + 1
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For this formula the difference in local and global scores will be:
∆score(D,Q) =
∑
t∈Q,D
(tf(t) ∗ log df(t) + n
df(t) + 1
)
In this case the increase in a documents score will depend on both fre-
quency of occurrence of query terms in the document and the document
frequency of the query terms. Hence, a document that contains more occur-
rences of a rare term (i.e. low df term), will get a higher increase in score. So,
this idf formula results in magnifying the weightage of idf in a document’s
score, in a distributed setup.
Thus, if assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 are valid, we can predict the effect of the
formula used to calculate idf on the changes in retrieval performance in a
distributed setup. Specifically, the idf function of BM25 is expected to results
in the best performance. The idf formula of Solr is expected to magnify
the idf component of a document score and can lead to either positive or
negative effects on the retrieval performance. Lastly, the idf formula used by
pivoted normalization weighting is expected to boost the score of documents
that match any query term often, irrespective of the document-frequency of
that term, which might result in some non-relevant documents being ranked
higher.
A perfectly random distribution of documents will ensure that assump-
tion 3.1 holds. However, it’s unlikely that assumption 3.2 will be valid. This
is because in the distribution, documents are the independent entities being
distributed, whereas terms present in the document are related to each other.
Thus, assumption 3.2 will likely be invalid. We empirically study the effect
of idf formula on retrieval performance in chapter 4.5.
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4 RESULTS
We conducted several experiments to study performance degradation in a
document-partitioned DIR system. Specifically, we wanted to study how
the retrieval performance degrades in the absence of global-statistics, as a
large document collection is partitioned into multiple sub-collections. In this
chapter, we begin by explaining our experimental setup in section 4.1 and
then present various cumulative and per-query results obtained on a standard
dataset, in section 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. In section 4.4 we try to identify
some query characteristics that might correlate to the impact of performance.
Lastly, in section 4.5 we investigate if different idf formula result in varying
impacts on degradation of retrieval performance.
4.1 Experimental Setup
To study the performance degradation due to the lack of global-statistics in a
document-partitioned DIR, we would ideally require a DIR system that fea-
tures dissemination of global statistics. According to the best of our knowl-
edge, none of the well know IR toolkits such as Lemur, Solr etc support global
statistics based ranking. However, if the data collection is small enough to
fit in a single machine, then a DIR system with perfect availability of global
statistics can be simulated by assigning the entire data collection to a sin-
gle search-node. We term this as the monolithic setup. Notice that in a
monolithic setup, the local and global statistics are the same. Thus, we use
the retrieval performance of the monolithic setup as the baseline that repre-
sents a DIR systems that features perfect availability of global-statistics at
all the search nodes. To study the retrieval performance in a DIR without
global-statistics, we randomly partition the data among multiple independent
search-nodes. We then study the retrieval performance for various values of
the number of partitions (thus also the number of search-nodes) of the data
collection.
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4.1.1 Data Set
We performed all the experiments on WT2g, which is web-track research
collection by TREC [8]. It in 2GB in size and consists of 247,491 HTML
documents from an Internet crawl. Wt2g collection features closed hyper-
links (i.e. source and target withing the collection), but we did not use the
link information for scoring documents. There are fifty queries topics corre-
sponding to this collection. Each query topic has a query text, description
and a narrative.
4.1.2 Retrieval Toolkit
We used the Solr [7] toolkit to implement a DIR system. Solr supports a
very basic distributed search - the search-nodes rely only on local-statistics
for document scoring and the master does a naive merge of local results.
Solr relies on Lucene [9] for indexing and search, which is a search library
written in Java. Distributed search in Solr works exactly as the description
of document-partitioned DIR in figure 2.1.
Lucene uses a combination of Boolean model of Information Retrieval
(BIR) and Vector Space Model (VSM) to rank documents. Only the doc-
uments that are judged relevant by BIR are scored by VSM. The scoring
function (simplified to reflect the effective formula when document and term
boost is disabled) used by Lucene is:
score(q, d) = coord(q, d) ∗
∑
t∈q
(tf(t, d) ∗ idf(t)2 ∗ docLenNorm(d))
where,
coord(q,d): A score based on how many of the terms of query q are found
in document d.
tf(t, d): The sub-linear TF component of score. Is calculated as:
tf(t, d) =
√
freq(t, d)
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idf(t): The IDF component of score. Calculated as:
idf(t) = 1 + log (
NumDocs
docFreq(t) + 1
)
docLenNorm(d): Document length normalization, so that longer documents
are penalized
4.1.3 System Configuration
The experiments were performed on a HP DL160 machine with two quard-
core CPUs and 16GB of RAM. Note that multiple instances of Solr can run
independently on a single machine (binded on different ports). Thus, a single
machine can be used as multiple search-nodes, each having its separate index.
4.1.4 The experiment
To establish the baseline, we first evaluated the performance of a monolithic
setup i.e. with a single search node. The following steps were involved:
1. A single instance of Solr indexed the entire data collection. It was
responsible for answering all the queries.
2. The instance was queried for the fifty predefined queries of WT2g.
3. Cumulative and per-query results were evaluated using the standard
trec eval tool.
4. Step 2 and 3 were repeated 20 times.
5. The 20 data points were used to calculate the mean values and 95%
confidence intervals.
We then vary the number of search-nodes (n), to study the effect of lack
of global-statistics in a distributed setup. Following steps are involved: For
{n | n is even ∧ n ∈ [2, 38]} repeat following:
1. The data set is randomly partitioned into n sub-collections.
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2. n Solr instances are launched. Each instance represents a search-node
and indexes its sub-collection.
3. Another Solr instance is launched to act as the master-node.
4. The master is queried for the fifty predefined queries of WT2g. It
further queries all the search nodes, merges the local rankings and
returns global rankings.
5. Cumulative and per-query results are evaluated using the standard
trec eval tool.
6. Step 2 and 3 are repeated 20 times.
7. The 20 data points are used to calculate the mean values and 95% con-
fidence intervals.
The standard trec eval tool calculates the following measures:
• num ret: Total number of documents retrieved over all queries
• num rel ret: Total number of relevant documents retrieved over all
queries
• map: Mean Average Precision (MAP)
• gm map: Geometric Mean Average Precision (GMAP)
• Rprec: R-Precision (Precision after R (= number of documents rele-
vant to the query) documents retrieved)
• bpref : Binary Preference, top R judged non relevant
• recip rank: Reciprocal rank of the top relevant document
• iprec at recall n: Interpolated Recall - Precision Averages at n recall.
Calculated for
n ∈ {0.00, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00}
• P n: Precision after n docs retrieved. Calculated for
n ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 100, 200, 500, 1000}.
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4.2 Cumulative Results
The trec eval tool calculates both cumulative results (over all the fifty queries)
as well as per-query results. In this section, we’ll present the cumulative re-
sults.
4.2.1 MAP and GMAP
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Figure 4.1: MAP
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Figure 4.2: GMAP
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 clearly indicate that as the data collection is partitioned
among a larger number of nodes, both MAP and GMAP decrease. However,
when the data is partitioned among two search nodes, both MAP and GMAP
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decrease only by a small amount. This indicates that lack of global-statistics
might not lead to much performance degradation when the data is partitioned
among a small number of search-nodes. As MAP is affected by performance
of easy queries and GMAP by performance of difficult queries, these graphs
suggest that the performance of both easy and difficult queries is affected.
We validate this claim in per-query analysis.
4.2.2 Num ret and num rel ret
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Figure 4.3: Total number of documents retrieved
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Figure 4.4: Number of relevant documents retrieved
Figure 4.4 shows that the total number of relevant documents retrieved de-
creases monotonically. However, in figure 4.3, the total number of retrieved
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documents, although decreases in general, doesn’t decrease by a large num-
ber. Going from 1 to 38 nodes results in a decrease of just 160 documents, i.e.
a decrease of 0.33%. On the other hand, num rel ret falls by approximately
50%. This suggests that the distributed setup might result in a steady decline
in the retrieval of relevant documents, as the number of search nodes grow.
The decrease in the number of relevant documents retrieved will greatly ef-
fect MAP, as in calculating MAP, the precision for a non-retrieved relevant
document is assumed to be zero.
4.2.3 P@5, P@10, R-prec, recip rank
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Figure 4.5: P@5
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Figure 4.6: P@10
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Figure 4.7: R-precision
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Figure 4.8: Reciprocal rank
For web-search, P@10 is an important measure for most of the users, al-
though for high recall users, MAP also becomes a useful measure. Figure 4.6
clearly indicates that P@10 generally decreases linearly with the number
of search-nodes. This suggests that the lack of global-statistics results in
a higher score for some non-relevant documents and leading to their inclu-
sion in the top 10 retrieved documents. The trend in P@5 (figure 4.5) is
isn’t strictly monotonic upto 30 search-nodes. This indicates that lack of
global-statistics might not severely affect the number of relevant documents
in top 5 retrievals and can sometimes even increase the number. This claim
is strengthened on inspecting figure 4.8 - the rank of first relevant docu-
ment isn’t always degraded as a result of lack of global-statistics. Similar to
P@10, R− precision (i.e. precision at R, where R is the number of relevant
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documents) also decreases monotonically.
4.2.4 Summary
Above findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Most measures degrade monotonically with a increase in number of
nodes, suggesting that the effect of lack of global-statistics amplifies as
the number of partitions of data-collection increase.
2. Lack of global-statistics has little effect on the total number of docu-
ments retrieved, but results in a very steep decrease in the total number
of relevant documents retrieved. The decrease in number of relevant
documents retrieved also partially explains the drop in MAP, as MAP
is sensitive to recall.
3. As P@10 decrease monotonically, global-statistics might result in a
boost in relative score of non-relevant documents, as compared to rel-
evant documents, for documents with high score.
4. As reciprocal rank doesn’t decrease monotonically, it suggests that lack
of global-statistics might not affect ranking of highest scoring relevant
document.
4.3 Per-Query Results
As cumulative measures average over a set of queries, to gain a deeper insight
of the effect of lack of global-statistics, it is important to perform a per-query
analysis.
4.3.1 MAP
Figure 4.9 shows that for most queries MAP doesn’t decrease monotonically,
however the general trend is that MAP eventually decreases as the number
of search-nodes increase. Some queries, for example the query with highest
MAP in the monolithic setup, undergo a sharp decline, whereas some the
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Figure 4.9: MAP of individual queries
performance of some queries remain unchanged. trec eval does not output
GMAP value for each query.
4.3.2 Num ret and num rel ret
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Figure 4.10: Total number of documents retrieved for individual queries
(Upper limit of 1000 set)
TREC imposes a limit of 1000 document retrieval per query for calculating
MAP etc. Hence 4.10 has most lines at the value 1000, as for most queries,
Solr was able to retrieve more than 1000 documents. The data for remaining
queries shows that lack of global-statistics doesn’t affect the total number
of documents retrieved for a query. However, figure 4.11 shows that the to-
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Figure 4.11: Total number of relevant documents retrieved for individual
queries
tal number of relevant documents retrieved decrease for most of the queries.
Hence, it can be concluded that lack of global-statistics can results in assign-
ing lower scores to relevant documents and a relatively higher score to some
non-relevant documents. A decrease in number of relevant documents being
retrieved explains the drop in MAP.
4.3.3 P@5, P@10, R-prec, recip rank
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Figure 4.12: P@5 for individual queries
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show that for individual queries, the effect of lack
of global-statistics on the first 5 or 10 retrieved documents is unclear. For
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Figure 4.13: P@10 for individual queries
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Figure 4.14: Reciprocal rank for individual queries
most queries, both the measures sometimes increase and sometimes decrease
as the number of search-nodes increase. A similar trend in seen for reciprocal
rank, in figure 4.14.
4.3.4 Summary
1. For most queries, MAP decreases with number of search-nodes, but not
monotonically.
2. The decrease in number of relevant documents retrieved at higher num-
ber of search-nodes is partially responsible for the decrease in MAP.
This belief is confirmed the scatter-plot in figure 4.15 - the decrease in
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Figure 4.15: Percentage decrease in MAP and number of relevant
documents retrieved for various queries, with 38 search nodes
MAP and the decrease in num rel ret are highly correlated. A query
that incurs higher percentage decrease in num rel ret are likely to see
higher decrease in MAP as well. (NB: One particular query, with a
very low initial MAP of 0.033 saw huge percent increase in MAP of
about 300% and is not shown in this plot)
3. P@5, P@10 and reciprocal rank don’t vary monotonically with the
number of search nodes.
4.4 Query Characteristics and Impact on Performance
In this section, we investigate if there exists any correlation between the im-
pact of lack of global-statistics on retrieval performance and various query
characteristics such as number of relevant documents, MAP in monolithic
setup etc. We’ll measure the impact on retrieval performance by calculating
the percentage decrease in MAP and P@10 with 38 search-nodes, as com-
pared to the baseline set by monolithic setup.
4.4.1 MAP
The scatter-plots in figures 4.16 and 4.17 show that there is no correlation
between either the MAP of a query in monolithic setup, or the number of
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Figure 4.16: A scatter plot of MAP in monolithic setup and percentage
decrease in MAP with 38 search nodes, for various queries
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Figure 4.17: A scatter plot of number of relevant documents and percentage
decrease in MAP with 38 search nodes, for various queries
documents relevant to a query, to the percentage decrease in MAP for that
query. This confirms the claim made in section 4.2.1, that both easy and
hard queries are affected by the lack of global-statistics.
4.4.2 P@10
As evident in scatter-plots of figures 4.18 and 4.19, there is no correlation
between either the MAP of a query in monolithic setup, or the number of
documents relevant to a query, to the decrease in P@10 for that query.
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Figure 4.18: A scatter plot of MAP in monolithic setup and percentage
decrease in P@10 with 38 search nodes, for various queries
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Figure 4.19: A scatter plot of number of relevant documents and percentage
decrease in P@10 with 38 search nodes, for various queries
4.4.3 Summary
1. In our experiments, we couldn’t find any correlation between the de-
crease in MAP or P@10 and query characteristics such as its MAP for
monolithic setup or the number of documents relevant to the query.
4.5 Effect of IDF Formula on Retrieval Performance
In chapter 3.3 we analyzed the effect of idf -formula on a DIR’s retrieval per-
formance. However one of the assumptions can be expected to be invalid in a
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general scenario. In this section, we present the retrieval performances with
different idf functions plugged into Solr’s scoring formula. The retrieval per-
formances were similar, however Solr’s idf formula performed slightly better
in most of the measures. We present the graphs of some key measures now.
4.5.1 MAP
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Figure 4.20: MAP performance of various idf scoring functions
Figure 4.20 clearly shows that the three idf formula had comparable perfor-
mance. Solr-idf ’s performance was slightly better than the rest. BM25-idf ’s
performance degrades with the number of search-nodes, indicating that the
second assumption is unlikely to hold, thus the actual results are different
from the expected.
4.5.2 Num rel ret
Figure 4.21 shows near identical performance of the three idf formulas. This
implies that all these idf functions incurred the same decrease in the number
of relevant documents retrieved at higher number of search-nodes. Hence,
changing just the idf formula doesn’t seem a viable solution to counter this
problem.
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Figure 4.21: Total number of relevant documents retrieved by various idf
scoring functions
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Figure 4.22: P@5 values for various idf scoring functions
4.5.3 P@5, reciprocal rank
As clear from figures 4.22 and 4.23, there is a lot of variation among different
idf functions. This is expected as both these measures are affected by the
ranking of a small number of documents, and hence can easily be changed
with small modifications in the scoring function.
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Figure 4.23: Reciprocal ranks for various idf scoring functions
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5 A NOVEL SCHEME FOR DISSEMINATION
OF GLOBAL STATISTICS
In this chapter, we propose a document-partitioned DIR system that is
sound along both IR and distributed systems dimensions. We propose a
lazy global-statistics dissemination scheme which adaptively spreads global
statistics, such as document frequency of vocabulary terms, average docu-
ment length etc, among the search-nodes. We also propose a load-balancing
layer to achieve high fault-tolerance and uniform load distribution on search
and master nodes, while avoiding any single-point-of-failure in the system.
5.1 Global Statistics Dissemination
For a naive merging scheme at master, global statistics shall be available at
each search-node for document scoring. An important consideration while
designing a dissemination scheme is that of frequency of changes in global
statistics. Document collections such as those generated by a web-crawler
are dynamic and change often, resulting in continuous changes in global
statistics, such as document frequency of a particular vocabulary term. For
example, in web-search, freshness of results and the turn-around time of
important pages (creation to appearance in search results) are important
criteria. Document collections of search engines change often, both due to
constantly changing content (such as www.cnn.com) of already indexed sites
and crawling of new pages. After crawling these new/changed webpages, it’s
important to index them, to reflect the changes in search results. Google has
built an incremental processing system [10] to maintain a live search index.
Thus, global statistics change often and shall be updated on all search-nodes
in a timely manner.
A straight forward dissemination approach would be an active strategy,
where if a new document is indexed locally on a search-node, an update is
broadcasted to all other search-nodes. However, this will result in a very
high network traffic between the search-nodes, which are trying to keep ev-
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eryone updated about the changing global statistics. A slight improvement
can be achieved by batching updates instead of sending each individual up-
date. However, this approach doesn’t show any preference towards quickly
and frequently updating the terms that are appear in queries often.
We propose a lazy dissemination strategy, that reduces the network traffic
between the search-nodes and spreads the statistics such that the update
frequency of a term is proportional to it’s frequency of appearance in search
queries.
5.1.1 Lazy Dissemination of Global Statistics
In this scheme, each node maintains two values for a statistic that can have
a global value:
• The sub-collection-wide (i.e. local) value. This value can be accurately
calculated by a search-node, while building the index.
• Node’s current estimate of the global value. Note that this value might
be outdated.
For example, consider the case of IDF - each search-node will store two
values that’ll help in calculating the IDF of a term:
• localDocFreq(term): The number of documents in the local sub col-
lection that contain term. This number is accurate and updated when
a new document is added/modified to the sub-collection.
• globalDocFreq(term): The number of documents in the entire collec-
tion that contain term. This number might is an approximation and
might be outdated.
Now, when the master requests a search-node for a local search, the search-
node returns following:
• A ranked list of documents, as usual.
• (localDocFreq(term), globalDocFreq(term)) information for all query
terms. This additional information is being piggy-backed to the ranked
list, which is anyways to be returned.
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Now as the master receives the local counts from all the search-nodes and
calculates the current global value using appropriate formula:
globalDocFreqcurr(term) =
∑
n∈search−nodes
localDocFreqn(term)
More generally, for any statistic, s:
globalV aluecurr(s) = f(localV alue1(s), . . . , localV aluen(s)) (5.1)
Notice that the current global value calculated in 5.1 is accurate if all the
search-nodes reply. Once the master has calculated the current global value
of statistic to be disseminated, it checks for nodes whose current view of that
statistic differ from the current global value. An update message indicating
the current accurate global value is sent to all such nodes. Thus, updates are
sent to nodes:
Nodei : globalV alueNodei(s) 6= globalV aluecurr(s)
However, this might not be an optimal update strategy. Consider the case
when globalNumDocNodei(term) differs from the globalNumDoccurr(term)
by a small number, say 1. Now, if globalNumDoccurr(term) is sufficiently
high, say 1000, then a typical formula to calculate IDF will attain approxi-
mately the same value for globalNumDoccurr(term) and
globalNumDocNodei(term).
Thus, a lazy dissemination strategy, with thresholding seems to make
more sense. The update rule for this strategy is:
Nodei : |globalDocFreqNodei(term)− globalDocFreqcurr(term)| < θ (5.2)
In a way, thresholding helps in achieving batching of updates corresponding
to a particular statistic, until the accumulated grows above a threshold such
that it is likely to start affecting local rankings.
Note that the master performs the calculation in equation 5.1 for all the
local statistics it receives, in this case, docFreq for all the query terms. Thus,
a dynamic dissemination rate is achieved, which is proportional to the fre-
quency of appearance of a vocabulary term in queries. Hence, the IDF of a
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term that are queried frequently is often checked for updates and dissemi-
nated often, which is expected to results in good local rankings for majority
of queries.
5.2 Dynamic Master Selection: Better Fault-Tolerance
and Load-Distribution
As we examined in chapter 2, a document-partitioning scheme provides a bet-
ter fault-tolerance and load-distribution, as compared to term-partitioning.
However, two problems still remain with the master:
• It is a single point of failure.
• It is a bottleneck in the overall performance, as it is the single node
performing all the merges of local rankings.
This problem can be solved by dynamic master selection for an incoming
query, rather than assigning the role of master to a fixed node. We propose
the introduction of a load balancing layer, that dynamically selects a master
for an incoming query, using a load balancing strategy such as round-robin,
least-loaded server etc. Thus, all nodes play the role of both master and
search-nodes. This solves both the problems related to the master in the
standard document-partitioning approach. The load-balancer now becomes
a single point of failure in the system, but this can easily be avoided by:
• Maintaining redundant load-balancing (state-less) nodes.
• Exposing the master/search nodes directly to the querying machines.
A querying machine first contacts a load-balancer to get an IP address
of the node that’ll be the master for its query and then directly contacts
the master node for querying.
Figure 5.1 shows the the flow of evaluating global ranking list for an incom-
ing query, while updating the global statistics in the process. Specifically,
the following steps are involved:
1. The master node receives a search query.
2. The master node broadcasts the query to all the search-nodes.
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Figure 5.1: Proposed Architecture
3. All the search-nodes rank documents in their sub-collection. As usual,
they return a list of ranked documents, but in addition, local and the
current approximation of global statistics for the query terms is piggy-
backed.
4. The master node merges the local-results received and also calculates
updated global statistics for the query terms, using equation 5.1.
5. In this step, the master performs two actions in parallel:
(a) Returns the merged list as the global-results for the given query.
(b) Sends appropriate update messages to nodes whose global statis-
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tics for some terms might be outdated, as figured out using equa-
tion 5.2.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we presented the differences between the two popular DIR sys-
tem implementation - document-partitioning and term-partitioning. We ar-
gued that document-partitioning has multiple benefits over term-partitioning
and is the preferred approach of search engines like Google. We then studied
the effect of the absence of global-statistics on a DIR system’s retrieval per-
formance. Our experiments on a standard TREC dataset, WT2g, suggests
that most performance measures, such as MAP, P@10, reciprocal rank, de-
crease monotonically as the data is partitioned into multiple search-nodes.
The principal reason of the degradation appears to be the decrease in num-
ber of relevant documents retrieved in a distributed setup. This was also
confirmed in figure 4.15, which shows a high correlation between the percent
decrease in MAP and percent decrease in the number of relevant documents
retrieved. We also investigated the correlation between various query char-
acteristics, such as its MAP in the monolithic setup and the number of doc-
uments relevant to the query. We didn’t find any correlation between these
query characteristics and the percentage decrease in performance measures
like MAP and P@10. Specifically, both easy and hard queries (categorized
depending on their MAP in the monolithic setup) experienced similar per-
centage decrease in performance.
Lastly, we presented a novel scheme for dissemination of global-statistics in
a DIR system, which is sound along both the direction of IR and systems. It
spreads the global-statistics among the search-nodes in a lazy and adaptive
fashion, so that the update frequency of a term’s statistics is proportional to
its appearance in queries. It also maintains a uniform load on master as well
as search nodes, while being highly fault tolerant to both master and search
node failures and avoiding any single point of failure.
As part of the future work, we would investigate the reasons behind the de-
crease in number of relevant documents retrieved. Other than implementing
the scheme presented in chapter 5, we can explore alternate ways to mitigate
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the performance degradation, by modifying scoring functions, trying different
document partitioning strategies etc.
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